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Literature service on fax + net

In honor of Dr. Robert Stemmer and under the auspices of 
the International Union of Phlebology (IUP) SIGVARIS is proud 
to announce the foundation of a Robert Stemmer Library.
All scientific articles on compression therapy will be collected
and added to the existing library and made available on 
Internet www.sigvaris.com. A summary of selected articles is 
offered in the compression Bulletin.

Robert Stemmer Library on 
Compression Therapy
Published under the auspices of the IUP

Knowledge Management

Dr. Robert Stemmer

„Compression 
Therapy 
of the 
Extremities“

Dr. Robert Stemmer was recognized 
worldwide as one of the most prominent
phlebologists. Before he died in 2000 
he initiated and wrote a book on „Com-
pression Therapy of the Extremities“ 
edited by Editions Phlébologiques Fran-
çaises, Paris. 
Co-authors are H. Partsch and E. Rabe.
This book contains the most complete 
collection of literature on compression
which ever appeared.
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vein surgery. By asking to repeat treatment 95% of patients
answered positively for compression therapy, 88,9% for 
drug therapy. 84,1% for venous surgery and 67,9% 
for sclerotherapy. 
The patients expectations concerning subjective symptoms 
like pain, swelling and feeling of heaviness increases 
with progression of CVI whereas the cosmetic results be-
comes less important. 
Conclusions
The results of this study show the high acceptance of 
compression by patients with chronic venous insufficiency
(CVI). Especially patients with severe CVI, assessed the 
compression therapy as very successful, due to increased
mobility and reduced pain and swelling. * 

Chapter: 9
Lit.: 12/1
Publ.: Exp
Lang.: D
Sum.: D/ENG/F

Background
The clinical efficacy of compression therapy in chronic
venous insufficiency (CVI) is widely recognised. But also the
acceptance and compliance of patients play an important
role in treatment of CVI.
Purpose
The aim of this multicenter patient survey was to assess 
the patients acceptance of different treatment modalities per-
formed in the past. Patients were asked for their expectation
for the future concerning subjective symptoms like pain,
swelling and feeling of heaviness. They were also asked 
for their subjective feeling of improvement after different 
therapies like compression, operation and sclerotherapy. 
Subjects and methods
Especially for this study a multi-choice-questionnaire was 
created. The answers of 235 patients were examined. 
Results
The highest subjective improvement of symptoms occured 
in patients treated with compression therapy or by varicose

Klüken H, P Voiß, G. Gallenkemper, T. Höller, E. Rabe

Akzeptanz verschiedener Therapieformen in der Phlebologie
(Acceptance of different therapies in phlebology)
Phlebologie 1999; 28: 169 –174

Background
There are only a few studies about duration of compression
following sclerotherapy of telangiectatic webs associated
with reticular veins. 

Purpose
To develop a controlled prospective study comparing the
effects of different durations of compression therapy following
sclerotherapy of reticular veins and telangiectases.

Subjects and methods
In total 40 patients were included in this study. 
30 patients who received compression therapy and 10 
control patients without any compression. 
10 patients in the compression group used pantyhose 
class I for 3 days, 10 patients for 1 week and another 10
patients for 3 weeks. Patients were evaluated at 1 week, 
2 weeks, 6 weeks, 12 weeks and 24 weeks for degree of
improvement and side effects. 

Results
There was a significant greater improvement at 6 weeks in 
the 3 compression therapy groups. There was a correlation
between the length of time compression was performed 
and the degree of improvement in the clinical follow-up. The
compression groups  showed also significantly less post-
sclerotherapy hyperpigmentation after 1 and 3 weeks. 

Conclusion
This study demonstrates the beneficial effect of compression 
following sclerotherapy of telangiectatic webs associated 
with reticular veins in a statistically significant way. These
effects are correlated to the duration of compression. Three
weeks of continuous compression leads to the best results.
Another important point is the significant reduction of post-
sclerotherapy hyperpigmentation by compression therapy.

Chapter: 9; Lit.: 11/0; Publ.: Exp; Lang.: ENG; Sum.: ENG

Weiss RA, NS Sadick, P Goldmann, MA Weiss

Post-Sclerotherapy Compression: Controlled Comparative Study of
Duration of Compression and its Effects on Clinical Outcome
Dermatol Surg 1999; 25: 105 –108

* In order to facilitate the perusal of this bulletin by the reader the literature is classified as follows: Literature: Chapter Compression book;
Lit.: number of reference from the literature/number of self-quotations; Publ.: content of publications; Lang.: language of publication
(like country registration for cars); Sum.: language of the summary
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Background
Home-treatment of selected patients with deep vein 
thrombosis (DVT) had been advocated in numerous papers 
but no clear recommendations concerning physical 
activity and the use of compression are given. Brandjes 
and coworkers showed that wearing of compression 
stockings is able to reduce the late sequelae of postthrom-
botic syndrome after several years (Lancet 1997;349:
759-62). However, in this study compression was initiated
only 9 days after admission of the patients because of 
deep vein thrombosis and no information about any positive
effects in the acute stage can be given. Up to now acute 
DVT is listed as a contraindication for medical compression
stockings by most of the manufacturers. 

Objective
The purpose of this randomized controlled trial was 
to evaluate the benefits of compression bandages and 
compression stockings together with walking exercises in 
comparison with bed rest in the acute stage of DVT. 

Methods
Forty-five patients with proximal DVT proven with compression
ultrasonography or phlebography were randomized into 
three groups. Group A consisted of 15 patients who received
inelastic compression bandages (Unna boots wrapped 
over with short stretch bandage on the lower leg, adhesive
short stretch bandage over the knee and up to the groin).
Group B consisted of 15 patients who received thigh-length
compression stockings class II (Sigvaris 503). Group C 
consisted of 15 patients who underwent bed rest for 9 days
and no compression. All patients received dalteparin, 
200 lU/kg body weight, subcutaneously every 24 hours. The
clinical characteristics of the three groups were com-
parable. Parts of the thrombi as deteced by MRI reached into
the caval vein in two patients, one in group B and one in
group C. 
Primary end points were the reduction of pain assessed 
daily with Visual Analogue Scale and by a modified Lowen-
berg test, the reduction of leg-circumference at the calf 

and ankle levels, and the improvement of clinical scores. The
daily walking distance was measured with a pedometer. 
Safety parameters were ventilation perfusion scans of the
lungs and duplex ultrasound scans performed on days 0 and
9. 

Results
The daily walking distance was between 600 and 
12,000 meters in the compression groups. The pain level
showed a statistically signigicant reduction starting after 
the second day in the compression groups (A and B) and
after 9 days in the bed rest group C (p <0,05). The same
was true for the measurement of leg circumference. 
Improvement of the clinical scores was significantly better in
the compression groups compared with the bed rest group
(p <0,01). There was no significent difference concerning
the occurence of new pulmonary emboli and regression 
of thrombus diameter. Progression of thrombi in the femoral
vein was greater and occured more frequently in the bed 
rest group than in the two other compression groups (n.s.) 

Conclusion
Mobile patients with acute proximal DVT treated with low
molecular weight heparin should be encouraged to 
walk with compression bandages or high quality medical
compression stockings class II. For those centres who 
are not well trained in the application of firm, inelastic com-
pression bandages medical compression stockings which
can be applied also by the patient may be a good alterna-
tive. The rate of resolution of pain and swelling is signi-
ficantly faster when the patient ambulates with compression.
The risk of pulmonary embolism is not significantly in-
creased by this approach.

Chapter: 10
Lit.: 21/8
Publ.: Exp
Lang.: ENG
Sum.: ENG

Partsch H, Blättler W.:

Compression and walking versus bed rest in the treatment of proxi-
mal deep venous thrombosis with low molecular weight heparin
J Vasc Surg 2000; 32: 861– 69
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Background
The frequency of deep venous thrombosis (VT) after long-
distance airflight is widely discussed and remains unknown.

Purpose
The frequency of DVT after long-haul air travel in the 
economy class and the preventive effect of graduated com-
pression stockings was determined.

Subjects and Methods
89 male and 142 female passengers over 50 years 
of age with no history of thromboembolism were randomly
allocated to two groups. One group wore class 1 be-
low-knee elastic compression stockings during the flight, the
other did not. All passengers travelled more than 8 hours 
per flight, returning to the UK within 6 weeks. Before leaving
and after return to UK dupex-sonography of the deep 
venous system and blood sampling for D-dimer test and
thrombophilia was performed.

Results
In the non-compression group 12 of 116 passengers duplex
showed signs of DVT in the calf after flight without clinical
signs and with negative D-dimer test. Two of those had het-
erozygous factor V Leiden (FVL). In the compression group four
out of 116 passengers all with varicose veins 
developed varicophlebitis above the stockings. One was 
heterozygous for FVL and for prothrombin mutation.

Conclusions
The authors conclude that symptomless deep venous 
thrombosis might occur in up to 10% of long-haul airline 
travellers over 50 years of age. Wearing of elastic 
stockings class I is associated with a reduction of these 
symptomless DVT. Nevertheless the clinical implications of
these findings are not clear and varicophlebitis in the 
below-knee stocking group has to be discussed.

Chapter: 10
Lit.: 29/8
Publ.: Exp
Lang.: ENG
Sum.: ENG

Scurr, JH, SJ Machin, S Bailey-King, IJ Machie, S McDonald, PD Coleridge-Smith

Frequency and Prevention of Symptomless Deep-Vein Thrombosis
in Long-Haul Flights: A Randomised Trial
Lancet 2001; 357: 1485 – 89
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